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Local Thorp artist's work will be featured at Leach Gallery in
Portland

dailyrecordnews.com/news/local-thorp-artist-s-work-will-be-featured-at-leach/article_ae6123e4-9121-5619-
b963-6dfb98cb2461.html

October is turning into Rocktober for local artist Justin Gibbens. His illustrations for award-
winning author David Guterson’s latest publication “Turn Around Time: A Walking Poem for
the Pacific Northwest” just came out

The Thorp artist is currently working on a series of paintings called “Liminal Spaces,” which
will be on exhibition exhibition at the Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland, Ore., Nov. 7
through Dec. 29.

“This show will be comprised of the observational studies of mostly regional birds, moths,
butterflies, rabbits, etc.,” said Gibbens, whose work has been exhibited nationally, is also in
numerous collections including the Washington Arts Consortium (Bellingham), Microsoft
(Redmond), 4Culture/King County Portable Works Collection (Seattle), the City of Seattle
(Seattle), the City of Kent (Kent) and the Tacoma Art Museum (Tacoma).
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“Several of these pieces resulted from my artist residency at (Joshua Tree Highlands Artist
Residency) back in March/April of 2019.”

Gibbens was trained in both scientific illustration and traditional Chinese painting, a skill set
he employs in his subversive zoological drawings. Gibbens received his bachelors in painting
and drawing from Central Washington University in 1998 and a Scientific Illustration
Certificate from University of Washington in 2003.

Premeditative thought is as much a part of his creative process as the drawing and the ink
itself. He does some preliminary sketches, then hones it to come up with the concept.

From the sketch he does an overlay with tracing paper where he can make corrections. The
design and ideas are worked out on the tracing paper before it goes on a projector, which
allows him to adjust the size to its working formula.

“I need to know exactly where the lines are going to be,” said Gibbens, who was recently
awarded a MAC fellowship grant by the McMillen Foundation, an award that supports
working artists in Washington state.
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‘Sea Change’ and allusions to climate change among
artworks at local galleries in January

seattletimes.com/entertainment/visual-arts/sea-change-and-allusions-to-climate-change-among-artworks-at-
local-galleries-in-january

Justin Gibbens: “Sea Change” Gala Bent: “Particle Playlist”
Trained as a scientific illustrator, with some background in traditional Chinese painting as
well, Washington artist Justin Gibbens combines naturalistic detail with surreal flights of
fancy in his “subversive zoological drawings.”

In his new show, he focuses mostly on the cetacean world. His “Decoy” paintings, in
watercolor, gouache, ink and tea on paper, show frolicking whales with cartoonish shark
teeth. In “We Can Joust or We Can Just Make Out,” two aquatic animals sporting unicorn
horns do indeed seem poised between sparring and canoodling.
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In some works, Gibbens drops whimsy for melancholy metaphor. In “Plume,” he depicts a
whale as a burning oil well. In “Sigh,” a blowhole exhalation takes a fatal-seeming blood-
spraying twist.

In “The Squid and the Whale,” he turns the tables on predator and prey, as a gigantic pink
squid swallows a miniaturized whale. There’s a sense in all of “Sea Change” that Gibbens
isn’t just toying with zoological fantasy, but creating a visual shorthand for the
creative/destructive ways our own lives go.

The odd painting out is “Daisy Chain,” in which a flamingo and three other long-beaked birds
seem to be engaged in an orgy, as depicted by John James Audubon.

Seattle artist Gala Bent’s graphite/ink/colored pencil/gouache drawings in “Particle Playlist”
tend more toward abstraction. But the titles she gives them elicit a creaturely essence.
“Fluent in at least three languages,” for instance, plays with contrasting forms — organic,
crystalline, geometric — that intersect and interact in ways that almost make them feel
sentient. Other drawings with equally evocative titles (“Ruffle and Flutter,” “Rock with a
Mouth of Jewels,” “Magnetic Trio”) also reflect the animistic energy with which Bent imbues
supposedly inanimate forms.

In both its variety and its playfulness, her work has an affinity with Paul Klee’s — although
her visual vocabulary and the ways she combines and recombines motifs are distinctively
her own.

11 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Wednesdays-Fridays, 11:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturdays, through Jan. 20. G.
Gibson Gallery, 104 W. Roy St., Seattle (206-587-4033 or www.ggibsongallery.com).
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Justin Gibbens: Master Draftsman
juxtapoz.com/news/justin-gibbens-master-draftsman

February 03, 2014 | in Juxtapoz

A master draftsman, Justin Gibbens was trained in both scientific illustration and traditional
Chinese painting-a skill set that he employs in his zoological drawings. Gibbens' stylized and
embellished beasts speak of evolution, mutation and biodiversity, and perhaps serve as
cautionary tales and stand-ins for our anthropocentric selves. By lifting the formal
conventions of classic natural science illustration, Gibbens imagines legendary and
diabolical beasts through the lens of a 19th century field artist.

Justin Gibbens received his BA in painting and drawing from Central Washington University
in 1998 and a Scientific Illustration Certificate from University of Washington in 2003. He is a
founding member of PUNCH Gallery, an artist-run gallery located in Seattle, WA. Gibbens
was the recipient of a 2006 Pollock-Krasner Foundation Award and a 2008 Artist Trust
Fellowship Award. He has shown nationally and internationally and lives in rural Thorp,
Washington.
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Justin Gibbens’s Paintings Celebrate Wildlife
by Nastia Voynovskaya   Posted on March 5, 2014   Hi-Fructose Magazine

Based in Thorp, Washington, Justin Gibbens describes himself as a nature boy. The various 
creatures that abound in the Evergreen State as well as his imagination find their way into 
Gibbens’s paintings, which often combine media such as watercolor, gouache and tea. Gibbens 
has formal training in both Chinese painting techniques and scientific illustration — two 
influences that do not seem so disparate when combined in his sparse yet impactful artworks. 
“It’s probably no surprise that much of my inspiration comes from all things that scamper and 
poke about in the thickets and undergrowth, inhabit the tide pools and ocean depths and fly 
through the ether,” said the artist in an email to Hi-Fructose. “Field guides, natural history 
museums and David Attenborough documentaries are also good.”

Many of Gibbens’s pieces focus on mutations, a surreal element of his work that hits close to 
home when one considers the myriad of human activities that have altered and depleted the 
world’s ecosystems. “The health of our natural environments is a profound concern of mine, 
though I’m not interested in making any overt, didactic statements about it through my work,” 
explained Gibbens when asked about his politics. “I’m mostly concerned with celebrating nature 
in all it’s weirdness and wonder and depicting pageantry that abounds.”
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Artist Profile - Justin Gibbens

Justin Gibbens imitates the conventions of 18th and 19th century zoological illustration 
and traditional Chinese fine-line painting. In his latest series, Birds of Paradise, Justin 
has transformed John James Audubon-like illustrations into monstrous hybrids, reptilian 
dragons, and other forms of daemonic life. He has exhibited at the G. Gibson Gallery 
and PUNCH Gallery in Seattle, and Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland, Oregon. He 
received his BA from Central Washington University in 1998 and participated in a 
traditional Chinese painting exchange program at Anhui University in Hefei, China in 
2002. Justin completed the University of Washington Scientific Illustration certificate 
program in 2003 and was recently featured in the Summer 2012 issue of American 
Artist Watercolor.

Justin received 2007 GAP Award funding to support a project entitled Wonderland, in 
which the artist hiked along the 93-mile path known as the Wonderland Trail, which 
loops around Mt. Rainier, and traversed high alpine meadows, deep river canyons, 
rugged lava slopes, and groves of old growth forest. Employing his background in 
scientific illustration, he created on-site sketches of the life forms encountered along the 
trail. The artist painted each piece with pigments made from the natural materials on 
hand: mud, plant material, pollen, animal scat, or insect guts. The completed series of 
drawings was shown in a traveling exhibit beginning with Gallery One, Ellensburg, in the 
fall of 2007.

As part of his Fellowship’s Meet the Artist requirements, Justin’s Operation 
Bigfoot explored the intersection of contemporary art and cryptozoology. Both 
contemporary wildlife artists, Justin and Eugene Parnell, former grant recipient, 
conducted a survey of the public, both online and in person, about their personal 
experiences with the cryptozoological phenomenon known as Bigfoot or Sasquatch. 
The artists were on-site at Seattle’s Westlake Park on July 11, 2009 as a part of 
ARTSPARKS, to act as real-time forensic sketch artists, giving visual form to the 
eyewitness descriptions of Bigfoot provided by interviewees. Finished sketches from the 
project are available at www.eugeneparnell.com/bigfoot.
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